AIMS AND OBJECTIVE OF READING HISTORY
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History provides knowledge of the social evolution of man.
Provides knowledge of social institution.
Expands mental horizon of students and increases broadness of mind.
Develops spirit of nationalism and patriotism among the readers.
It helps in increasing knowledge of time and space among the readers.
It teaches ethics and morality.
It helps the readers to differentiate between good and bad.
Adequate knowledge in history helps one to develop knowledge in his/her
goals.

HISTORY
DSC TH-I Paper-I- Social formation and cultural patterns help the readers to know
the evolutionary process and cultural patterns in different parts of the world.
DSC TH-Paper-II- Enables the readers to know the different stages of social
formations and cultural patterns in medieval world.
DSC TH-Paper-III-Helps the readers to know the socio-economic and political
conditions of India and how the foreigners especially the Arabs and others
established their rule over India. It also exposes the weakness of India rulers.
DSC TH-Paper-IV-Helps us in knowing about the developments which were
taking place in modern west and their impact in India.
DSC TH-Paper-V-Helps us to know socio-economic and religious development in
medieval period.
DSC TH-Paper-VI-Helps us to know about the changes made in socio-economicsphere and different types of development that took place in the world.

DSC TH-Paper-VII-Helps us to be aware of the facts of socio-economic and
political sphere of India. It also exposes the weakness of Indians during the early
medieval periods
DSC TH-Paper-VIII- Helps us to know about the different developments that took
place in the world and how they created consciousness among the people of the
different parts of the world.
DSC TH-Paper-IX- it helps us to know about the different aspects of the Mughals’
rule in India.
DSC TH-Paper-X- It helps us in knowing the development of culture during the
Mughal rule.
DSC TH-Paper-XI- Helps us in knowing about the weakness of the kingship and
creates consciousness among the people of the different parts of the world about
their right, liberty, equality etc.
DSC TH-Paper-XII- Helps us to create consciousness among the people of their
rights and enables them to fight against inequality, injustices etc,
DSC TH-Paper-XIII- helps us to know about the development that took place
during British rule and how it awarded the people of India and grew national
consciousness.
DSC TH-Paper-XIV- helps us in knowing development in the world. It also
teaches us how the fruits of democratic system can save the people of the world
from exploitation, devastation, degeneration, superstitions etc.

